Two of Season's Biggest Games Played Saturday in the Gym.

**POINT SYSTEM FOR HONOR DISTRIBUTION DRAWN UP BY STUDENT COUNCIL**

Radical Change Planned For Office Holders

A point system has been drawn up by the Student Council after investigation of similar systems in other colleges. The purpose of this system is to give better management of all public offices, to prevent social activities interfering with scholastic activities and to give more people a chance to hold office.

A tentative point system has been devised under which each office has been rated in accordance with the amount of honor and responsibility involved. Offices are divided into four main groups. Major offices are those which are given six points or more. Minor offices are those given less than six points. One person may hold one major office or two minor offices.

The following plan drawn up by the Student Council has the sanction of Dr. Brubacher.

- President: Miss Helen Thompson, of New York.
- Secretary: F. E. Leishman.
- Treasurer: E. J. Jackson.
- Assistant Treasurer: Miss R. E. Russell.
- Song Leader: Miss D. H. Croasdale.
- Cheer Leader: Miss E. C. Ballard.
- Dramatic & Art Association: Miss E. D. Robertson.
- Music Association: Miss E. R. Martin.
- Advertising Manager: Miss E. B. Carter.
- Business Manager: Miss E. B. Carter.
- Business Manager: Miss E. B. Carter.
- Advertising Manager: Miss E. B. Carter.

**FIGHT TO DETERMINE "BEST MAN" BETWEEN RECOGNIZED 'ANTAGONISTS ON BASKETBALL COURT RECORD CROWD EXPECTED AT BATTLE**

State came off the floor of battle last week trailing a 64 to 22 score. But during the last week of practice, State's loop shooters have taken a new line of attack. The boys are ready to fight it out in assembly. The game tomorrow night will draw the largest crowd of the season. The friendly rivalry between the two colleges is at its peak. This will be the last game before spring vacation, and the down-state college followers cheering their men on to another victory over State.

**FIRST INTERCOLLEGIATE GIRLS' GAME EVER PLAYED BY STATE TO BE STAGED VS. RUSSELL SAGE COLLEGE TO-MORROW**

"Yes," State College gym at 2:30 on Saturday, and we'll need a piano and half the gym." Thus Russell Sage plans to invade the playground of State for the big game to be played at 3:00 on March 8.

In view of the fact that this will be the first game ever staged between the girls' varsity and an opposing college team, it behooves the student body on mass to support the team actively. Del Dotis of G. A. A. will lead the cheers and Leslie Welsh the songs.

**SPRING CONCERT TO-NIGHT IN CHANCELLORS HALL AT Eight O'CLOCK**

Cantata, Lullaby, Violin and Piano to Interlude, Miss Shafer and Edward Vines Soliloquy
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"The repressive capacity of the student never is accurately indicated by any test examination," the professor P. N. Freeman, of the University of Chicago, said in an address to the Institute of Pedagogical Directors of State Teachers College, at which the principal discussion centered about the educational standards of teachers colleges and the meaning of school work as an institution of education.

Mr. Freeman, in the course of his address, referred to the repressive capacity of the student and stated that the question of the education of the teacher is a very serious one. He emphasized the importance of the teacher's work as an institution of education.

DR. BRUBACHER AND DEAN PIERCE ATTEND STATE COLLEGE MEETING

Dr. Brubacher and Miss Pierce represented State College at Chicago, where, during the past two weeks, a series of the most important educational meetings of the year were held. Dr. Brubacher attended the meeting of the American Association of Teachers of Teachers colleges, at which the principal discussion centered about the definition of standards of teachers colleges, including such questions as the ratio of faculty to students, the number of hours constituting an efficient teaching schedule. The main question taken up by the meeting of the Teachers Association was the definition of standards of teachers colleges, including such questions as the ratio of faculty to students, the number of hours constituting an efficient teaching schedule.

FIFTEEN DOLLARS FOR DORM

Bridge and Ma Jong are popular. Newmann club recognizing this popula-

RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION

RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION

State College students as a whole do not do any original work. They are, as a whole, only a mass of paper and ink, which is passed by the faculty as the college is concerned. This is due to the lack of original work. The News has, during the year, asked for student ideas and for student work. As a rule, student work is not given much attention. The News is not in a position to demand opinions but feels that it is justified in criticizing the student body for existing problems.

Referring to the above, the News, in a position to demand opinions but feels that it is justified in criticizing the student body for existing problems.

DEAN METZLER TAKES ISSUE WITH EDITORIAL

Dean Metzler, who took issue with The State College News editorial which appeared two weeks ago in that paper, the editorial entitled "In Pro-
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Dean Metzler, who took issue with The State College News editorial which appeared two weeks ago in that paper, the editorial entitled "In Pro-

MORE AGAINST EXAMINATIONS

Criticism of the examination system is universal, and generally meaningless was voiced by a number of individuals at the meeting of the National Education Association at Chicago. In a general statement, "no fixed relation to mental capacity or intellectual ability," they maintained.

2 TO 1 VOTE FOR JUNIORS

Maintaining that it would be inexpedi-

JUNIORS SCORE OVER THE SENIORS—HEBREW JET RECOGNITION

Gnomeblith and Nape Make Five Speeches For Opposite Sides

CALANDER

HARRY S. TRUMAN
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1. Y.W.C.A.—Auditorium—3:00 P.M.

2. Junior Pedagogue Board Meeting—Room 100—3:00 P.M.

3. Formation of new music groups—Room 201—4:30 P.M.

4. New Fashion Show—Room 260—4:30 P.M.

5. Bridge and Ma Jong party successful.

F I N A L E

FINALE

FINALE

The ever-original class of '24 has
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Criticism of the examination system is universal, and generally meaningless was voiced by a number of individuals at the meeting of the National Education Association at Chicago. In a general statement, "no fixed relation to mental capacity or intellectual ability," they maintained.
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24. Miss Shafer was accompanied by Dr. Thompson. The program in directions (locked to hear the delightfully "The Little Star" was introduced as partners for a square dance. Brickie and Dean Pierce, alias "Billy" Heinemann and Emily Holden, and Miss Wallace, and Dr. Huntting, by Tuell and Wright, all made typical boys.

Dr. Brubacher, in announcing the names said, in substance, that it gave him great pleasure to be there. The audience left Dr. Tuyle and Dr. Hales with a fair hope of some such token of the generality of their fair complexion. Of course, the grand march was heard. As the curtain rises PROFESSOR SAYS: (rubbing his hands) "What can I do for you, sir?"

CUSTOMER: "You show me one of those.

SAYLES: "Certainly!" (He calls out)

CUSTOMER: (Looking with evident disfavor on her banded hair) "Er—er—ah. (He notices that she wears them long.) "Er, it's like that.

MISS TWENTY-FOUR: (tucking in her shingled locks) "And it's come to this?" (Her face brightens. She grabs something from her pocket, whips it about her head, The bob disappears like magic; the net has been turned over."

GAME: "Baseball heralded as big sport of year."

"The best athletic sport of this college year is going to be baseball," Coach Weaver declares. The coach says that State has an abundance of experienced material for this sport. The baseball candidates tryout recently was encouraging, he said. Practice is to start as soon as the snow is off the ground. Before that time, however, there may be indoor practice.

CANTERBURY CLUB DANCES AND ATE

Is there anything like the Canterbury Club for making College life enjoyable? Canterbury holds its monthly meeting for February Thursday evening, the 26th, at St. Andrew's Church. It had been planned to have Dr. Thompson speak but as this was not possible the club held a business meeting at which the new constitution was brought before them. Rev. Mr. Findlay made suggestions for the improvements of Canterbury which were received and considered. "Business" having been discussed the members turned for a good time. "Talk," always acceptable made a rapid appearance. People seem to have "big appetites after hard work and this crowd lived up to the slogan, but then, the eats were good. Dancing, without which no party would be complete, ended the evening. Watch for Canterbury's next meeting.

Albany Auto Supply Co., Inc.

SPORTING GOODS

Cigars, Candy and Stationery
Depotting & Printing Camera Electric Supplies
Dolly & Sunday

205 CENTRAL AVE.

Papers

Compliments of

COLLEGE CANDY SHOP

C. P. LOWRY
UP-TOWN JEWELER

171 CENTRAL AVENUE

Below Robin Street

Easter Cards and Gifts can be obtained at WASHINGTON GIFT SHOP

244 WASHINGTON AVE.

Phone West 1338-W

H. B. HARBENGER

Cottrell & Leonard

Albany, N. Y.

Caps—Gowns—Hoods

FOR ALL DEGREES

KIMBALL'S RESTAURANT

H. R. KIMBALL, Prop.

SPECIAL DINNERs $40 and 50 Cents

LA CARTE SERVICE

MEAL TICKETS

ALWAYS OPEN

206 Washington Ave.

4 doors above Lark St.

Telephone West 3464
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STAHLER'S
Central Avenue's Leading Confectionery
and Ice Cream Parlor
PURE WHIPPED CREAM SERVED ON SPECIALS
NO EXTRA CHARGE
All prices of box chocolates fresh from the factory
at 39 cents pound box and up
Phone W 869 J
390 CENTRAL AVENUE

RETURN GAME SPELLS
DEFEAT FOR FRESHMEN
The Sophs staged a spectacular comeback when they defeated the FRESHMEN team on March 7. This game was played in the Coliseum and ended with the Sophomores winning by a score of 17—14. The game was characterized by the Sophomores' superior shooting and their ability to keep the Freshmen score low. The Sophomores' defense was particularly effective, holding the Freshmen to just 14 points. The game was a testament to the Sophomores' teamwork and their ability to perform under pressure.

OMICRON NU GIVES PARTY TO H. E. FRESHMEN
Home Economics freshmen were ushered out of bare halls into a most artistically decorated, "homey" looking room on Wednesday, February 27. The room was so beautifully arranged that it seemed almost a magic spell of enchantment over the orchid and pink arrangements of the room. The Sophomores, with the help of the Home Economics freshmen, made sure that the Omicron Nu party was all about.

The Sophs, Faculty member of Omicron Nu, first gave the freshmen an idea of the origin of Omicron Nu. Miss Fillingham enumerated the qualifications for membership, and the work the Omicron Nu Alumnae were doing.

Professor Gilbert, head of the Home Economics department, attended the party.

Professor Walker read a number of French Canadian poems. Mr. Can- dkins rendered a few musical selections and Helen Moore, President of the Home Economics Club, gave some vocal numbers. Eleanor Giffin played the piano while everyone sang College songs.

Refreshments ended a most enjoyable time, and the Omicron Nu party will always remain a delightful memory to the H. E. freshmen of '24.